PRODUCT

AROUND COFFEE TABLE

FURNITURE / LIGHTING / ACCESSORIES

SHEET

Thomas Bentzen on the design “Around is a table to my liking. It has a
modern and unique identity and the material and craftsmanship express distinct
Scandinavian references. Around is stable and durable and it will keep your coffee
exactly where it belongs -the edge around the table ensures that.”

PROCESS

The wood is carefully cut, bended, glued together
and polished to create a unique table. The strong
lacquered surface protects the tables from the
wear and tear of everyday use.

DESIGNED BY / YEAR OF DESIGN

Thomas Bentzen / 2011

TYPE

Coffee table

DESCRIPTION

Around is a set of coffee tables created by Danish
designer Thomas Bentzen. The tables work well
on their own or in groups of two, three or more.
With two sizes and 7 finishes you can combine
your own unique Around setup for your living
room or lounge.

ENVIRONMENT

Indoor

DIMENSIONS (CM)

Small:
Large:

MATERIAL

45

46

H: 46
Ø: 45
H: 37,5 Ø: 72
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Ash tables are in ash plywood and solid ash legs
are PU lacquered.
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Oak tables are in oak plywood and solid oak legs
are PU lacquered
Coloured tables are in ash plywood and solid ash
legs are PU lacquered.
COLOUR / REFERENCE CODE

Small: Black, grey, dark grey, yellow, anthracite,
dusty green, oak veneer, ash veneer.
Large: Black, grey, dark grey, anthracite, dusty
green, oak veneer, ash veneer.

CLEANING INSTRUCTIONS

72

37,5
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Remove dust from table with a soft cloth. Periodically clean with moist cloth. Dry immediately with
soft cloth following wood grains. The wood should
not be subjected to excressive heat or humidity.
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ABOUT THE DESIGNER

Thomas Bentzen, former designer at Louise
Campell Studio, started his own studio in 2010.
He is co-founder of the design collective REMOVE
and his products have received International recognition at fairs and exhibtions all over the world.

